
ProTex™ Interior Latex  
Texture Finishes

decorative techniques

Sand Texture
Granular Texture Finish

Smooth Texture
Fine Grit Texture Finish

Coarse Texture
Rough, Dense Texture Finish

With ProTex™ texture paint, it’s never 

been easier to create beautiful textured 

looks that bring any room to life. No 

matter which technique you choose, 

ProTex will give you professional results 

with do-it-yourself simplicity. textures

For more information, visit concopaints.com, 
or call 1-888-388-2426.
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ProTex™

TEXTURE  
PAINT

• Ideal for walls and ceilings

• Decorative solution for rough and  
uneven surfaces

• Easy to apply

• May be topcoated with any  
Conco® interior paint



Stippled Texture Finish

Specific tools needed — 9" Looped Texture Roller 
Cover, 9" Roller Frame

Product —
ProTex Smooth or Sand Interior Latex  
Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-7.

STEP 8
Without loading the loop texture roller, roll it 
over the 3' x 3' section of texture paint in multiple 
directions to create an evenly textured finish.  
Leave a wet edge in which to blend the  
next section.

STEP 9
Repeat steps 5-8, working your way down the 
wall, then back up to the ceiling to start a new 
column until you have completed an entire wall. 
Slightly overlap sections for best blending.

Swirled Texture Finish

Specific tools needed — Natural Sea Sponge, 
Plastic Grocery Bag

Product —
ProTex Smooth or Sand Interior Latex  
Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-7.

STEP 8 
Dampen sea sponge to soften it, and wring out 
excess water until almost dry. Tightly wrap sponge 
in an inside-out plastic grocery bag. Lightly 
press the wrapped sea sponge into the applied 
texture paint, and twist until a swirl is created. Lift 
wrapped sponge off surface, reposition it, and 
continue to create overlapping swirls until the 
entire 3' x 3' section is texturized.  Leave a wet 
edge in which to blend the next section.

STEP 9 
Repeat steps 5-8, working your way down the 
wall, then back up to the ceiling to start a new 
column until you have completed an entire wall. 
Slightly overlap sections for best blending.

Pebble Splatter Texture Finish

Specific tools needed — Hopper Gun and  
Air Compressor

Product —
ProTex Smooth or Sand Interior Latex  
Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-3.

STEP 4
Apply a coat of Conco® P001 Drywall PVA  
Primer/Sealer. Allow to dry.

STEP 5
Follow hopper gun manufacturer’s instructions 
for proper setup and use of the equipment.  Apply 
the texture paint over the entire wall or ceiling 
at once, allowing some of the surface to show 
through.  About 75% of the surface should  
be covered. 

Grooved Texture Finish

Specific tools needed — Whisk Broom

Product —
ProTex™ Smooth or Sand Interior Latex  
Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-7.

STEP 8 
Starting at the top of the 3' x 3' section and 
working your way down, drag a whisk broom 
through the texture paint in one direction.  
After each stroke, wipe excess texture paint off  
of the whisk broom with a rag. Continue until  
the entire 3' x 3' area is complete, leaving a wet 
edge in which to blend the next section.

STEP 9 
Repeat steps 5-8, working your way down the 
wall, then back up to the ceiling to start a new 
column until you have completed an entire wall. 
Slightly overlap sections for best blending. 

Popcorn Texture Finish

Specific tools needed —  9" Looped Texture Roller 
Cover, 9" Roller Frame

Product —
ProTex Coarse Interior Latex Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-7.

STEP 8 
Without loading the looped texture roller cover, 
roll it over the 3' x 3' section of texture paint in 
multiple directions to create an evenly textured 
finish.  Leave a wet edge in which to blend the 
next section.

STEP 9  
Repeat steps 5-8, working your way down the 
wall, then back up to the ceiling to start a new 
column until you have completed an entire wall. 
Slightly overlap sections for best blending. 

Basic Tools Required

2"-3" Polyester/Nylon Brush

3/8"-3/4" Nap Roller

Roller Frame

5-Gallon Bucket with Grid or Roller Tray

Extension Pole

Gloves

Protective Eyewear

Ladder

Painter’s Tape

Rags

Drop Cloth
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General Instructions for All Techniques 

STEP 
To ensure proper adhesion, all surfaces must 
be clean, dull and dry.  For best results, prime 
the surface with Conco® P001 Drywall PVA 
Primer/Sealer.  

STEP
Gather the basic tools listed above, as well  
as any special tools needed to complete  
your desired technique.

STEP
Use painter’s tape to mask the corners and 
trim.  Cover flooring with a drop cloth.   

STEP 
Pour ProTex™ texture paint into a 5-gallon 
bucket with grid or into a roller tray, and stir 
until mixed well.

STEP 
Using a 2"-3" polyester/nylon brush, cut in a 
3' strip at the ceiling edge and in the corner.  

STEP 
Load and completely saturate the  
3/8"-3/4" nap roller.

STEP 
Apply a heavy coat of texture paint to a  
3' x 3' section with the nap roller, reloading 
the roller as necessary. Texturize it with one 
of the following techniques.
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Grooved Texture Finish (featured in Sand texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints® Wolf’s Howl 26-3

Stippled Texture Finish (featured in Sand texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints Castle Bluff 22-3

Knockdown Stucco Texture Finish

Specific tools needed — Hopper Gun and Air 
Compressor, Drywall Taping Knife

Product —
ProTex Smooth, Sand or Coarse Interior Latex 
Texture Paint

Complete General Steps 1-3.

STEP 4 
Apply a coat of Conco® P001 Drywall PVA  
Primer/Sealer. Allow to dry.  

STEP 5 
Follow hopper gun manufacturer’s instructions for 
proper setup and use of the equipment. Spray a 
3' wide strip of texture paint from ceiling to floor, 
allowing some of the surface to show through. 
About 75% of the surface should be covered.

STEP 6 
Starting at the top of the 3' strip and working your 
way down, lightly smooth a drywall taping knife 
over the texture paint in one direction. After each 
stroke, wipe excess texture paint off the knife with 
a rag. Continue until the entire 3' strip is complete, 
leaving a wet edge in which to blend the 
next section.

STEP 7 
Repeat steps 5-6 until you have completed  
an entire wall. Slightly overlap sections for  
best blending.

Knockdown Stucco Texture Finish (featured in Sand texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints Playful Dolphin 30-3

Popcorn Texture Finish (featured in Coarse texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints® Greened Grove 73-1

Swirled Texture Finish (featured in Smooth texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints Zipped Gray 35-3

Pebble Splatter Texture Finish (featured in Sand texture paint)
Topcoat: Conco Paints Porcelain Chip 23-1
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